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PROFILEE NAME: sample      PROFILEE EMAIL: sample

CURRENT ROLE: sample      NEW JOB OR ROLE: sample

CUSTOMER NAME: sample      INVOICE: sample      ITEM: sample

MANAGEMENT NEEDS (EXPERT) ANALYSIS for Recruitment, Performance Management & Support
May include reference to 'Cloned' and 'Manager Matched' Results

Read Standard and Detailed Reports (or Combined Report) until you understand them before reading 
this report. This  predictive analysis is based on the other reports and summarises them. 

Note:  No profile is all negative. 
This analysis and summary is focused on the possible negative consequences of traits that are under-
balanced (lacking/ inadequate control) or over-balanced (too much/ inappropriate control).  These 
ineffective or unbalanced trait expressions are identified as follows: 

1. 'Affected' traits scoring 'Low' in reports are usually evident by the person having 'buttons' that others 
can push as a result of 'bad experiences' or of unconscious reactions to past events and this may lead to  
avoiding the same or similar people or situations that could bring this reaction out. They are identified 
in this report as 'drivers' of other low or high scoring traits because they limit a person's  voluntary 
exposure to situations and  prevent otherwise possible development.

2. 'Over-balanced' traits scoring 'High' in reports are also most often unconscious habits that help to 
prevent the above 'affected' traits from upsetting or embarrassing the person. Similarly when a person 
wants to feel good about themselves they will over-apply these familiar traits in order to be able to 
justify themselves as a 'good' or ethical person, or to balance the emotion in 'affected' traits.

This analysis predicts behaviours as a consequence of misunderstood and misapplied traits. For change 
to occur it is important to recognize and 'own' these pattern of behaviours. 

General Comments on Using Management Needs (Expert) Reports

1. Verify this summary with e.g. referees using the specific referee questions regarding each low or 
high trait; and/or ask the profilee's 'regulars' (regular friends, regular family, regular co-workers, etc.) 
whether they agree with the results.

2. It is best if the profilee (if it is not you) has a formal review of their Reports in order to establish 
ownership and acceptance of their  results. Do this by commissioning Profiler Systems to conduct an 
Interview/ Strategy Debriefing. The intention is to openly confront  potentially ineffective behaviours in 
order to identify management and support challenges.

3. Review the outcomes of points 1. and 2. above and decide whether to  match the profilee to a role. 
Base the decision on what resources, support and discipline is available and can be provided. 

For the convenience of regular users of these reports a  Report Summary & Recommendations is 
included on the next page. It is advised that new users of the system familiarize themselves with the 
instructions that come with all Reports until they can understand and recognize the logical relationship 
between misunderstood and misapplied traits.
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Recommendation 1: If no traits appear below you have no traits of this type.

 COMPASSION - Low. If you feel emotional remember you may misjudge people or meanings - get the 

facts. COURAGE - Low. You should probably look around and do some re-prioritising so confidence will 

increase.

Management Needs 1: 

Profilee is often caught off guard by how others think and feel. His way of coping is to minimise exposure 

to other's changing moods and behaviours by lying low, staying out of the firing line and being as 

accommodating as possible so as to avoid experiencing emotions or especially negative reactions directed 

his way. His current role most likely tolerates this approach and as long as he makes contributions where 

no one else can, he can operate as a valuable member of the team in spite of being timid.

Recommendation 2: If no traits appear below you have no traits of this type.

 HONESTY - Low. You may feel better giving bad news by seeing how others do that (see Persuasive).

 AVAILABILITY - Too High. Great team member. Now become a leader/independent. Take on projects 

yourself. LOYALTY - Too High. Focuses on work. Blindspots in other areas. Expect unforeseen challenges in 

those areas.

Management Needs 2:
Profilee is a perfectly 'nice guy' who is unprepared to confront issues and people that could blow up or 

escalate into emotional reactions. He needs to be involved in more contentious and difficult business and 

work relationships to advance his negotiation and conflict resolution abilities. He needs to get a 'blood 

nose' to learn why and how to keep his guard up rather than staying in the corner of the ring. He will 

inevitably avoid situations that require direct confrontation and delay addressing opposition. 

Profile Report Summary & Recommendations

This is a summary for inexperienced users of these reports. It has some Detailed Analysis and 
Management Needs for each Recommendation. If you do not see the logic in the Recommendations 
or in the Management Needs contact us for further explanations.
Recommendations: are written  for the profilee's attention, if appropriate.
Management Needs: are what this profilee may need from management in order to succeed. 
The following is a prediction of the workplace performance of the profilee when they are stressed or 
under pressure. It measures the profilee's under-applied, unbalanced, and unaware traits. 
WARNING - This is a diagnostic analysis and requires confirmation.

LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL - Too low 'Type 4' avoidant and Too high 'Type 2' over-apply traits.

Refers to the trait results in the Leadership sub-category of traits which are: 
AVAILABILITY (to Team), LOYALTY (Work Priorities), HONESTY (Openness), RESPONSIBILITY (Ownership), 

DETERMINATION (Strong) and FORGIVENESS (Proactive).

These trait results show the value the profilee places on the expression of these traits and predicts 
how and why the profilee will experience difficulties in any leadership of self and others.

AFFECTED TRAITS - Primary Drivers of Other Trait Expressions - Too low 'Type 1' 

Refers to the traits that limit development of other traits.
These are traits that the profilee has not learned to manage without getting affected or charged. 
These are the biggest growth challenges because the profilee habitually and unconsciously works 
around or avoids the types of situations where they would need to use these traits. They are also 
amongst the lowest scoring traits.
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Recommendation 3: If no traits appear below you have no traits of this type.

 COOPERATION - Too High. Be aware when others are sensitive, control any aggressive speech/ body 

language. DILIGENCE - Too High. Think about prioritising rather than spending time on admin when things 

get busy.

Management Needs 3: 

As expected, when a person has perfected the art of avoiding unwanted types of attention, especially 

negative emotional behaviours, Profilee is under-practiced and under-prepared at dealing with this when it 

does happen. He has no subtleties when it comes to pushing back or resisting aggression so he can get 

flustered, embarrassed and sometimes become agitated or rattled. To sensitive people this might come as a 

surprise and they may feel he is being inappropriately forceful when in fact he is upset. One 'tell' of his 

vulnerability, for his manager to look for, is when he is preoccupied with routine or administrative tasks. This 

is his happy place when he is stressed or avoiding stress. He just needs a bit of space.

Recommendation 4: If no traits appear below you have no traits of this type.

 ALERTNESS - Low. If in doubt get understanding how things work to reduce risk and vulnerabilities. 

ENTHUSIASM - Low. If you feel stuck or demotivated, set a new strategy, start again, change something.

 CREATIVITY -  SINCERITY - High. Always be accurate, don't fail to influence by exagerating. RESILIENCE - 

High. Make incremental measurements more often. Ensure you are in fact doing your best. 

TRUSTWORTHINESS - High. Careful you don't just take over, learn to train, delegate, ask and rely on 

others.

Management Needs 4: 

One of the profilee's self-preservation habits (unconsciously avoiding stressed out people) also ensures that 

he is not learning from such encounters. He hasn't studied or understood how his regulars tick. This leads to 

the stunting or inhibition of his collaboration and cooperation skills

OBVIOUS TRAITS - Habits - Too low 'Type 4' avoidant and Too high 'Type 2' over-apply traits.

Refers to traits that others can plainly see demonstrated from time to time.
These are traits that are moderated in unbalanced or ineffective ways and that are transparent and 
obvious to the people who know us best and see us at our worst (i.e. when stressed or under 
pressure). This most often appears to others as the profilee 'not going far enough' or 'going too far'. In 
almost every case the 'going too far' (rated 'too high') in one trait is directly a result of 'not going far 
enough' (rated 'too low') in another trait. There is often a conscious awareness that we are not good 
at moderating or expressing these traits effectively, because others tell us so.

ON THE JOB - Too low 'Type 4' avoidant and Too high 'Type 2' over-apply traits.

Refers to traits that may sabotage our effectiveness and productivity at work.
The analyst has assessed whether each trait is 'not important', 'desirable', 'important' or 'critical' 
based on a general understanding of the below mentioned role requirements. If you have doubts 
concerning the relevance of a trait to the actual role use the check boxes provided next to each 
Detailed  or Combined Report trait summary. 

Role: 
Depending on the complexity of your role and your duty statement i.e. what you actually do in your 
role, either regularly or infrequently, these are trait results that will benefit from immediate attention 
'on the job'.
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SALES ATTITUDES - About selling ideas - managers need 50-60% min., sales professionals 75% 

100.00%

SALES SKILLS - Managers need 50% min., sales professionals 75%

45.00%

SALES APTITUDE - Based on relevant sales awareness, understanding & communication skills

90.00%

Management Needs 5: 

Given the importance of his role in the innovation and improvement of the company's product it is advised 

that he is offerred some sales training. This is especially important so he understands how to identify 

stakeholder values, approach interactions and communications as an ally, present a position or point of view 

to raise objections and then to resolve those objections graciously. This is essentially the skill set that he has 

not developed and that limits his possibilities.

1/04/2021

SALES TRAITS
Sales traits are treated as stand-alone measurements of a person's understanding and practice of 

modern sales psychology. Sales Attitudes and Sales Skills are a reflection of these insights. The Sales 
Aptitude result is formulated from answers that reflect understanding of other trait categories.  

When Sales Attitudes are low then  an inspection and review of ethical sales practices and the 
importance of commerce generally may be helpful.
When Sales Skills are low then training in modern sales techniques is needed.
When Sales Aptitude is low then managing that should wait until the profilee has addressed other 
imbalances in their results.

General Summary Advice
Ask yourself if you or your organization has implemented, or is able to implement, appropriate 
accountability and performance management processes. Without these, changes to trait expressions 
are unlikely.
You are invited to contact us by email for further clarification of this analysis. An in depth debriefing 
(Strategy/ Interview) Session using ZOOM Meeting or by telephone is available to Expert Report 
purchasers and will be discounted by the full cost of the Expert Report.

Senior Analyst
John Martin
jsm@profilersystems.com
www.profilersystems.com 
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